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ABSTRACT 

The prolonged exposure of equipment operators to shock and 
whole-body vibration (WBV) IS llnked to cumulative back. 
neck, and abdominal disorders. In low-coal mines. space 
restrictions make seat suspensions difficult to use in isolating 
operators from shock and WBV. Researchers at NIOSH, 
Pittsburgh Research Labatory, are respondtng to these issues by 
~nvest~gating viscoelastic foams. For the full-load case. an 
ergonomic seat with viscoelastic foams isolated the shuttle car 
operator from shock at 15 Hz. Researchers used results from 
additional foam testing w~th  an analytical model to identify 
viscoelast~c foams that provide shock isolation at a frequency 
below 5 Hz. 

INTRODUCTION 

Nearly one-third of equipment operators in underground coal 
mines experience adverse levels of exposure to whole-body 
vibration (WBV) (Remngton et al., 1984). Major sources of 
WBV exposure are shuttle cars. Operators are exposed to WBV 
and shock when the shuttle car travels over rough mine floor 
characterized by numerous bumps, ruts, and potholes. In low- 
coal mines, seat suspension systems are difficult to implement 
because of space restrictions. The seriousness of prolonged 
exposure to WBV and shock is demonstrated by the connection 
with cumulative back. neck, and abdominal disorders. In New 
South Wales, Australia, back injuries from vehicle jarring equal 
those from overexertion among underground equipment 
operators (Cross and Walters, 1991). 

The focus of this study was set with the input of underground 
shuttle car operators. Their most common complaint concerned 
the jolts and jarring they experienced when traveling over rough 
bottom. Consequently, the research objectives were to develop 
a more ergonomically designed seat and identify how well 
viscoelastic foams of various types and thicknesses reduce the 
shock impact expenenced by shuttle car operators. 

FIELD DATA COLLECTION 

At a drift mine in eastern Kentucky, NIOSH researchers 
recorded data on the onginal seat of a JOY 21 SC shuttle car 
(Figure 1) and a redes~gned, version of this seat (F~gure 2). The 
coal seam at the mine is ,889 m (35 in) thick with an operating 
height of approximately 1.09 m (43 in). These conditions 
requlre shuttle car operators to assume a reclining posture when 
traveling in their vehicles. The original seat provided l~ttle 
lower back support and adjustability. Considering the 
shortcomings of the original seat. NIOSH researchers modified 
it to include the following ergonomic features: an easily 
adjustable lumbar support. fore-aft seat pan movement, and seat 
padding composed of viscoelastic foam. Seat padding included 
six ,013-m (%-in) layers of the following 
configuration from top to bottom:' EXTRA-SOFT. PUDGEE. 
BLUE. YELLOW. SOFT, and GREEN. Figure 3. The BLUE. 
YELLOW, and GREEN layers were CONFOR medium-density, 
open-celled polyurethane foams from E-A-R Speciality 

'~eference to specific products does not imply 
endorsement by NIOSH. 

Compos~tes Corporat~on, New ark. DE. The EXTRA-SOFI' and 
SOFT are SUN-MATE polyurethane foams w~th  orean~c com- 
posltlon of more than 50% plant denkat~les SUh-hlATE 

Figure 1. Original seat. 

Figure 2. Ergonomic seat. 








